“HME’s System 30A Timer has
improved my average drive-thru
times by over 40 seconds.”
— JOHN FROST

Major Quick Service
Restaurant Franchise

Your Solution for a Faster
and More Profitable Drive-Thru
Faster Drive-Thru Service
To a customer waiting in your drive-thru, seconds
seem like an eternity. That’s why QSRs worldwide rely on HME’s
System 30A Timer to deliver food faster by moving more cars
through the drive-thru. With System 30A timing the entire
drive-thru experience, you can use the data to manage your
drive-thru more effectively, motivate employees, and attract
more customers.

Motivate Employees
Displaying the current drive-thru service times to both
employees and managers makes them immediately aware
of how long a vehicle has been in the drive-thru. By creating
awareness with employees, you can move more cars through
your drive-thru during peak periods when it counts the most.

The Information You Need to Staff
Smarter and Serve More Efficiently
Menu Board/Voice Greeting
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Prewarning

Reduce Labor Costs
System 30A provides managers with valuable data to diagnose problem
areas and cost-effectively staff the drive-thru crew. System 30A is
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flexible and can be programmed to accommodate a variety of drive-thru
configurations to help you serve more customers throughout the day.

Track Times Accurately

Cashier Window
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Unlike POS systems, System 30A is not dependent on employee
interaction to track drive-thru service times. System 30A is a more
automatic and accurate method of timing the customer’s “true” drivethru experience. You can also deter internal theft by comparing the
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number of drive-thru customers tracked by System 30A to the number
of transactions from the cash register.
System 30A measures the service times at multiple points
of your drive-thru and provides valuable data you can use
to manage your restaurant more effectively.

The Tools You Need to Boost Sales
and Improve Performance
Boost Drive-Thru Sales
With System 30A and its colorful displays, you can easily
create and evaluate promotions to boost drive-thru sales.
“Beat the Clock” customer promotions and employee initiatives
help tie rewards to your service time goals.

Knowledge is Power

R31 Dual-Color Display

System 30A reports help you analyze your service process, iden-

Challenge your crew to meet service time goals. Employees see
service times in two colors — green indicates the target goal is
achieved, while red signals the goal was not met.

tify problem areas, and improve your drive-thru performance.
When System 30A Timer is integrated with PC30ATM Software,
you can download and compare timer data for multiple stores
from the convenience of a remote location.

HME pioneered the first wireless drive-thru headset system to the
QSR industry and remains the leading provider of drive-thru systems
worldwide. We are the only manufacturer that provides the most
comprehensive and customer focused drive-thru solutions to the QSR
industry. This includes wireless and cabled communication systems,
speed of service timers, and worldwide service and support programs.
Call toll-free (800) 848-4468 or your authorized HME dealer for
more information.
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